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DEPIRTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES P
CONFERENCE PEESENTATIONS
Basil, V; Belady, L; Miyamoto, I; Schneidewind, N F
On maintaining quality sofware
6th Int. Con,. cn Software Eng., Tokyo, Japan, Sept.,1982. .; .
Binkin, M; Eitelberg, J
Women and minorities in the All Volunteer Force
DcD Conf.: AVF - Retrospect and prospect, U.S. Naval
Acad., Annapolis, Md., Nov., 1983.
Eloxom, B M
Characterizing a distribution by its hazard function
Psychometric Soc. Conf., los Angeles, Calif., June
26-29, 1983.
Bcger, D C
Use of the Rayleigh technique in program cost management
ASD/Industry Cost Estimating Workshop Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif., May, 1983.
Boger, D C; Jones, C E; Lyons, N R
Improving ederal information systems management:
Technological opportunities and social constraints
4th Ann. Int. Conf. on Information Systems, Houston,
Tex., Dec. 12-14, 1983.
A belavioral examination of corporate capital investment b.
Public Choice Soc. Ann. Mtg., New Orleans, La., Mar.,
1981.
Eromiey, P
In1iidual decision making and organizational design
Inst. of Manage. Sci. Conf., San Diego, Calif., Oct.,
1982.
Brubaker, E R
Optimal allocation and unanimous consent with incomplete
demand disclcsures
Public Choice Soc. Ann. Mtg., New Orleans, La., Mar.,1981. .'
Brubaker E R
Demand disclosures and conditions on exclusion: An -
experiment






IDEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont'd)
roering, Z D; EitelberS, M J; Sellman, W S
Uniforms and jeans: A comparison of 1981 military
recruits with the 1980 national youth population
90th Am. Psychological Assoc. Ann. Cony., Div. of
Military Psychol. Symp., Washington, D.C., Aug.,1982.
rolk, D R
A knowled e-based system for LP modelsCRSA/TIMS 1982 Joint Nat. tg., San Diego, Calif.,
Oct., 1982.
itelbEry, M J
Military eligibility and participation in the All
Volunteer Force
Military Testin5 Assoc. Ann. Conf., San Antonio,
Tex., Nov., 1 9 8 2.
Eitelberkj, M J; Doerin , Z D Sellman, W S
Government scientists meet Reactions to the
release cf the Profile of American Youth
90th Am. Psychological Assoc. Ann. Cony., Div. of
Military Psycholc Symp., Washington, D.C., Aug.,
1982.
Eitel erq, M J; Doering, Z S
Profile in perspective: The policy and research
implications of the Profile o American Youth
90th Am. Psychological Assoc. Ann. Cony., Div. of
Military Psychol. Symp., Washington, D.C., Aug.,1982.
Eitelberj, , J; Laurence, J H; Waters, B K; Sellman, W S
Sub oulation analyses of current youth aptitudes
Mi itar Testing Assoc. Ann. Conf., Arlington, Va.,
Cct., 1;81.
EitelErq, M J Waters, B K
Relatively bright and ready to fight: A qualitative
comiarison o. military recruits and American youth
65th Am. Educ. Pes. Assoc. Ann. Mtg., New York, N.Y.,
Mar. 22, 1982.
1lster, F S
Summary of the accession policy workgroup
Naval Manpower BEs. in the 1980's, Alexandria, Va.,
June 30- July 1, 19, sn
U7
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont'd)
Elster, R S; Thomas G
Naval Postgraduate School thesis research on enlisted
attrition and retention
Attrition Res. Ccnf., Rand Corp., Santa Monica,
Calif., Aug. 31 - Sept. 2, 1981.
loyang, C K
Human resource management in the 80's
Federal Executive Board, Carmel Valley, Calif., May
1f-20, 1982.
foyang C K
Leadership trainin q in the U. S. Navy
Air. Scc. of Pub ic Administration, Honolulu, Hawaii,
Mar. 24, 1982.
Eusket K J
Satisfaction and performance implications of employee
preference for control measures used in performance
evaluation
14th Ann. Mtg. of the Am. Inst. for Decision
Sciences, Nov. 22-24, 1982.
Evered, R
The alied relevanc of the organizational sciences
Western Acad. of anage. Symy., Monterey, Calif.,
Apr., 1981.
Evered, R
Interpreting the future through language
Conf. on Interpclation A proaches to the Study of
Crganizations, Alta, Utah, July, 1981.
Evered, R
Paradigms in strategic management
Ist Int. Conf. on Strategic Manage., Univ. of Texas - -..
Arlington. 1983.
Evered, R
The Falklands War: Intercultural and transcultural
issues
Int. Soc. of Political Psychol. Conf., Oxford Univ.,
England, July, 1983.
Greer, W F; Largay, J
Ex ost error analysis as an approach to the accounting
met hod decision








DEPARTMERT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES -
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont'd) - .
Greer, W Ri Liao, S.S
Contracor hungriness and the relative profitability of
DoD business
1983 Federal Acquisition Res. Symp., Williamsburg,
Va., Dec. 7-9, 1983.
Harris~ I T
Facilitating change in large systems
Am. Soc. for Training and Develop. Nat. Cony.,
Eoston, Mass., May 18-21, 1981.
Kline, M B; Schneidewind, N F
Life cycle compariscns of hardware and software
maintainability
3rd Nat. Reliability Conf., Birmingham, England, Air.
29 - May 1, 1981.
laurence, J H; Eitelbeig, H J. Waters B K
Subpojulation analyses of 1980 youth population U.
aptitudes
90th Am. Psychological Assoc. Ann. Cony., Div. of
Military Psychol. Syrp., Washington, D.C., Aug.,1982."
liao, S S; Thbomas, G N -/
Economic factors and the retention of military
careerists
IIM-/ORSA Joint Nat. Mtj., Chicago, Ill., Apr., 1983.
Louis, M B
Conversations on organizational culture
Western Acad. of Manage., Monterey, Calif., Apr.,
1981.
Louis, M B r
The emperor has no clothes: The effect of newcomers on
work group cultures
Western Acad. of Manage., Monterey, Calif., Apr.,
1981.
louis, M F
A sense-making problematique in the organizational
sciences: Frames, facets and philosophic roots
Int. Cong. of pl. Psychol., Edin urgh, Scotland,
July, 1982.
louis, M R
Career transitions and coping with life events: Towards
an integration of alternative perspectives on role
transitions
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
CONTERENCE PPESENTATIONS (cont'd)
Iouis, N R
Toward a system of inguiry or organization~al culture
1Nestern Acad. of manage ., Colorado Springs, Colo.,
Apr., 1982.
McMastErs, A W~
Desiyn stability and stock coordination
logistics Res. and Appiaos Sp.NavalPostgraduate bcol a 7, 1983
Mcl1asters, A W; Davidscn, M E
Three models for direct delivery from a Naval Supply
Center to a Naval Air Rework Facility
CESA/TIMS Joint Nat. Mtg., Houston, Tex., Oct. 11-14,
1981.
EchneidEwind, N F
Simulation of corn uter and telecommunication systems
14th Ann. Simu ation Symp., Tampa, Fla., Mar. 17,
1981.
SchneidEwind, N F
A complexity metric which integrates structural and
textual metrics
IEEE 2nd Ann. Phoenix Conf., Phoenix, Ariz., Mar.,
1933.
SchneidEWind A~ F
Functional approach to the design of a local network: A
Naval lo~ iss System exam~le
26th YEEEiComputer Soc. ILnt. Conf., San Francisco,
Calif., Mar., 1SE3.
Thomas, G V; Bowman I
forecasting reenlistment rates in the AVF era:
Methodological issues and preliminary results
Am. Econ. Assoc. Ann. tgNew York, N.f., Dec.,
1982.
Thomas, G W; Griffin, FirKocher, K
Develo pmexit of an attrition severity index for Navy
occuiations
CRSA/TI IS Nat. Mtg., San Diego, Calif., Oct., 1982.
Waters~ K; Sellman Si Eitelberg 3





DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
CONTERENCE PEESENTATIONS (cont'd)
Weissinyer, R H; Hackathorn ' R Keen iP; Konzynski, B
p Know edge repr~esentation an~ model management in
executive decision suk port systems I
Author's worksh oF, Boulder, Colo., Sept., 1981.
'Weitzman, R A
The prediction of ccllege achievement from the SAT and
the biyh school reccrd
PScoeti So.An.?tg., Chapel Hill, N. C., Ny
Weitzman, R A
THe predictive capatility of SAT and HSR: Scale
multiplicity vs. restrict ion in ran qe
Psychokaetric Soc. Ann. M~tg., Mon real, Canada, June,
19 2.
WeitzmaL R A ~
Use of se uential testing to pre-screen prospective
recruits 2or military service
Computerized Adajtive Testing Conf., Minneapolis,
leitzmang. R A
Use or sequential testing to Fre-screen prospective
recruits for military service ..
Biennial ONB CA/R Conf., Minneapolis, Minn., July,
1982.
Weitzman R A
A small-sample est imator of Basch-model item difficulty
Psychcmetric Soc. Ann. Mtg., Los Angeles, Calif.,
June 27-29, 1981.
Iibipplc, D R
mt ra-organizational behavior: The case of hospitals
Eastern Econ. Assoc. Mtgs., Washington, D.C., Apr.,
1982.
I~hppeD.R; Tweeddale, J
Policy issues in the development of th~e defense
* industrial base: The role of productivity enhancement
Assoc. for Public Policy Analyi anAanage. Conf., #
Philadelpliia, Pa., Sept., 1983.
8
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
CONTRIBUTIONS TO BOOKS
Binkin, M; Eitelberg NM J; Schexnider, A J; Smith, M, M
Blacks and the military
Rashington, D.C., Brookings Inst., 1982. 199 p.
Eloxom, B M
Some Ixoblems in estimating response time distributions
I N H. Wiainer and S. Messick, eds.: Principals cf
modern psychological measurement: A
festschri t in honor of Frederick M. Lord,
Hillsdale N. J Lawrence Eribaum Assoc.,
Inc., 1985, p. 63-328.
Brubaker, E R
Sixty-ei ht percent free revelation and thirty-two
percent Yree ride?: Demand disclosures under varying
conditions or exclusion
IN V. L. Smith , ed.: Research in exerimental
economics, Vol. 2, JAI Press, 198 , p. 151-166.
Cullin, W H
How to conduct foreign military sales: U. S. guide(1841E5 update)
Bureau of Nat. Affairs, Washington, D.C., Feb., 1983.
EitelhErg, M J; Binkin, M
Militr sevice in American soci et
IA. J. Goodpaster, L . H. Elliott and J. ~
Hovey, Jr., eds.: Toward a consensus on
military service, Elmsford, N. Y., Pergaron
Press, 1 82.
Eoyang, C K
The symbolic transformation of belief systems
IN L. Pondy, F. Frost, G. Morgan, and T.Danride: rgaiztional symbolism, Chicago,
Ill., Univ. of Chicago Press, 1981.
Eym licK transformation of belief systems
I N L. R~. Pondy et al., eds.: Organizational
symbolism, JAI Press, 1983. .*-
Euske K J
Bu~etig ad ublic managementIN 3. Ra in ard T. D. Lynch, eds: Handbook on





DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
CONTBIBUTIONS TO BOOKS (cont'd)
Euske, K J
The bdeasa management control device
iJ. Rabin and T. D. lynch: Handbook on public
budgeting and financial management,
Marcel-Dekker, Inc. , 1983.
Evered, R
Management educaticr for the year j2000
IN C. Cooper, ed.: Developing managers for the
1980's London, Eng., Holmes and Meier, 1981,
p. 3-21.
Evered, R
The laxiuage oforganizations: The case of th~e Navy
IN L. a. Pondy etal,,eds : Organizational
symbolisma Greenwich Conn., JA I Press, 1983,
Fremqen, 3 ; Liao, S S
The a location of corporate indirect costs
New York N Eat. Assoc. of Accountants, (NAA pub.
no. 81135)NM91. 109 p.
Greer W F
Relevant costs and decision techni,,ues
IN J. Bulloch et al. eds.: Accountants* cost
handbook 5rd ed., New York, N. Y., J. Wile" &
Sons, 1993', 31 p.
Haga, V J; Euske, K J; Hardesty, J
Fort Saxon's word processi n syst em pro osal
IN C. Larence, ed.: ases in pubiic budgetingand financial management, Prentice-Hall, 1982.
Harr is BT; Cahn, M Mi; eds.
Utilization of applied behavioral science knowledge and
technology: An international perspective
Greenwich, Conn., JAI Press, 1983. 300 p.
Louis, N F
Organizations as a culture-bearing mileux
IN P. Frost et al: organizational symbolism.
Chicago, Ill., Univ. of Chicago Press, 1981.
Lyons, N B
Structured COBOL for data processing





DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTR.ATIVE SCIENCES
CONTEIBUTIONS T0 BOOKS (cont'd)
San Miguel, J G
Financial accounting and reporting: case and technical
notES
New York, N. Y., Touche Ross Foundation, 1982.
San Miguel, G
The behavioral sciences and concepts and standards for
managem"ent plannin qand control
IN K. Ramanathan and I. Hegstad, eds.: Readings
in management control in nonprofit
organizaticns, New York, N. YJohn Riley &
Sons, 1982.
TIhomnas, G 4; Da Costa, J
A samfle survey of corporate operations research
IN 3. Dyer anhd R. Shpr, eds.: Cases and
readings in management science/operations
1982.ch New York, N. Y., John &iiey 6 Sons,
Weitzman R A
Use of the Rasch model to build, calibrate, ejuate, and
score a test
CTB/MIcGraw-Hill, 1981.
nhcpetive and organizational structure in health
maintenance or qanizations
IN R. Sclieffler ed. Advances in health
economics an& health services research, vol. 2,
JAI Press, 1981, p. 229-267.
1Whipple, D R' iQuirkthJ; Terasawa, K L; eds.




DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
PUBLISHED PAPERS
Arima, J K
Stocks and flows in manpower have faces
IN J. K. Arima,' ed.: Career planning:
individual and organizational perspectives,
Naval Postgraduate School, (NP -54-81-009);
July, 1981, p. 1-4.
Basili, Y; Belady, L; 1?iyamoto, I; Schneidewind, N F
On maintaini ng quality software
6th Int. Con . on Software Eng., Tokyo, Japan, Sept.,
1982.
IN Proc Infcrmation Processing Soc. of Japan, 11
Bobulinski, Ri A
Organizational and financial management
Armed Forces Comtroller, (Fall, 1981).
Eobulinski, R A
Organizational management and field comptrollership
Armed Forces Coaltroller, vol. 26, no. 4, 9 p.,(Fall, 1981).
flobulinski, R A
The UMP (Unified Management Reporting) system: An oidentity crisis
Nav Financial ?lanaqe. Newsletter, vol. 6, no. 1, p.
18-38, (Summer, 1981)
lobulinski, E Ai Lancaster D D
Audit in. Iernal auditing ... Internal review
Nav Su ;jorps Newsletter, vol. 44, no. 7, 7 p.,
Boger, D C; Jones, C R; Sonth einer, K C 4
An analss of te nctiepresent in incentive-type
contrat
1982 Federal Ac-uisition Ries. Symp., Washington,
l..My r'-7 1982.
I~Proc., 5I.5 Army Procurement Ries. office, p
J-11 - 3-18, (19;82).
Boger,' D C; Jones, C R; Sonth eier, K C -
What are the incentives in incentive contracts?







* DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
PUBLISHED PAPERS (cont'd)
Bromiley, P"
Task environments and budgetary decision making
Acad. of Manage. Rev., vol. 6, no. 2, p. 277-288,
(Apr., 1981).
Cheney, P;LIyons N R
The miniccmputer revolution and the CPA
Chartered Accountant Mag., (Feb., 1981).
Derr, C B
A new career anchor: The warrior p.
IN J. K. Arima, ed.: Career planning:
Individual and organizational perspectives,
Naval Postgraduate School, (NP -54-81-009),
July, 1981, p. 17-28.
roerin, Z r; Eitelberg, M J; Sellman, W S
Uniforms and jeans: A comparison of 1981 military
recruits with the 1980 national youth population
S0th Am. Psychological Assoc. Ann. Cony., Div. of
Military Psychol. Symp., Washington, D.C., Aug.,
1982.
IN Proc., Profile of American outh: Results and
implicaticn, Office of the ecty. of Defense,(Tech. memo. 82-2), p. 23-35, (Sept., 1982)
Eitelberg, M J _
Military eligibility and participation in the AllVolunteer Force
Military Testing Assoc. Ann. Conf., San Antonio,
lex. Nov., 1982.
IA Proc., Military Testing Assoc., (Dept. of the
Air Force), p. 367-372, (1982).
Eitelberq, M J; Doering, Z D
Profile in perspective: The jolicy and researchimplications of the Profile o American Youth
90th Am. Psychological Assoc. Ann. Cony., Div. of
Military Psychol. Symp., Washington, D.C., Aug.,
1982.
IN Proc., Profile of American youth: Results and
implications, Office of the Secty. of Defense,(Tech. memo. 82-2), p. 53-76, (Sept., 1982).
Eitelbery, N J; Doerinq, Z Di Sellman, W S
Government scientists meet the press: Reactions to the
release of the Profile of American Youth
90th Am. Psychological Assoc. Ann. Cony., Div. of
Military Psychol. Symp., Washington, D.C., Aug.,
1982.
IN Proc., Profile of American youth: Results and i5
implicaticns, Office of the Secty. of Defense,(Tech. memo. 82-2), p. 77-86, (Sept., 1982).
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NAVAl POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
PUELISHED PAPERS (cont'd)
Euske, K J
The cc. ptroller asmplanner




Armed Forces Comptroller, vol. 28, no. 2, p. 10-14,(Spring, 1983).
Euske, K J
Measurement: Key to successful planning, control, and
evaluation
Armed Forces Comptroller, vo1l. 28, no. 4, p. 18-21,(Fall, 1983).
Fuske, K J- Rock,' Jr. C T
The a pticat ion of human resource accounting to the
evalua icn of training sources
J. Accounting and Public Policy, vol. 2, no. 2, ..(Spring, 1983).
Evered, V
So what is strategy
3. Long Range Planning, vol. 16, no. 3, p. 57-72,(July, 1983.
*E'vered R
Whols talking about the future? An analysis of the U.
S. residents
ec.n61-77, a Forecasting and Social Change, vol. 24,
Evered ' R; Louis, M P.
Alternative perspectives in the organizational sciences:
"Igiry from the inside" and "Inquiry from the
Academy of manage. Rev., vol. 6, no. 3, p. 385-395,
Fremqen, 3 ; Liao, S S
The allocation of corporate indirect costs
Manage. Accounting, vol. 63, no. 3, p. 66-67, (Sept.,
1981.
* Greer, W F




DEPARTMINT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
PUB~LISHED PAPER~S (cont'd)
Greer,
Where have all the deep discounts gone? .'
J. Accounting and Public Policy, p. 133-140, (Summer,
1983).
Greer, W E
Why doesn't PERT work?
Iesource Manage. J., p. 27-31, (Summer, 1983).
Greer, W R; Largay, -J
Ex V ot eroranalysis as an approach to the accounting
Am. Inst. for Decision Sci. Conf., San Francisco,
Calif. Nov. 1982.
IN froc. , AILS, p. 23-25, (1982) .
Greer V~ R; Largay, J3; York, P
Oppcrtuniti cost variances
Cost anL Manage., p. 34-40, (Nov.-Dec., 1982).
Harris, R 'I
The industry of OD: *Are we ready for that metaphor?
.of Appl ehavioral Sci. vol. 17, no. 3, p.3.26-328, (uy-Sept., 1981).
Kline, C; Fremgen, 3t H
The imupact of Cost accounting standard 409 on the
defense industr
Nat. ContracT Manage. J., vol. 15, no. 2, p. 37-45,(Winter, 1982).
Kline,
Ha.dware M1
Conf. on System Approach to Maintainability in
Software and Hardware, Vaxjo, Sweden, Aug. 11-12,
1981.
I N Proc. , (1981).
Kline, H E
Logistic support of software: What is it?
16th Scc. of Logistics En grs. Ann. Int. Symp.,
Seattle, Wash., Aug 24 -25 1981.
IN Proc., p. 1-1; (19811.
Kline HE
Soltware R & M
Conf. on System Approach to Maintainability in






DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
PUBLISHED PAPERS (cort'd) 
-
Kline, M EISystems engineering
Conf. on System Approach to Maintainability inSoftware and Hardware, Vaxjo, Sweden, Aug. 11-12,1981.IN Proc., (1981).
Kline, M B
U . K . reliability ccnference: A summary
European Sci. Notes, (ONR-London), vol. 35, no. 8, p.
315, (Aug., 1981).
Kline, N B
A survey of logistics analysis models
17th Ann . Int. Lcgistics Symp.' Society of Logistics
Engrs. Boston, !Eass. Au 24-2 9
IN f roc. , p. 1- 16, is~). 2, 9~
Kline, M B
Systems engineering methodology: A conceptual phase
decisicn model
26th Ann. Mtg. cf the Society for General Systems
Res. with the A. A. A. S., Vasington, D.C., Jan.
5-S 1982.fN Proc. A 9 ee~survey of systems methodology,
Kline M B; Schneidewind, N F
Life cycle comariscns of hardware and software
maintainab ilt
3rd Nat. Refiability Conf., Birmingham, England, Apr.
29 - Nay 1, 1981.
IN Proc Reliability '81, vol. 4A, p. 3/1 -3/14,(1981f.
Konsynski B R f~olkt U R
Knowlelge a strac icns and mcdel management
DSS- 2 San Francisco Calif June, 1982.
I N froc., p. 187-262, (198).
Laurence, J H; Eitelbe rg, MfJ~ 'Waters B K
Subpopulation analyses of i980 youth population
aptitudes
90th Am. Psychological Assoc. Ann. Cony. Div. of
Military Psychol. Symp., Washington, D.C., Aug.,
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IN Proc., Profile of American youth: Results and






A cost accounting system for general governmental
operations
Am. Accounting Assoc. Ann. Mtg., Chicago, Ill., Aug.
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fN Collected abstracts, Am. Accounting Assoc., p.
68-69, (Aug., 1981).
liao, S S; Herndo, E IArchitect and engineering contracts: New insights into
cost estimation
Nat. Contract Manage. J., vol. 17, no. 1, p. 51-58,(Summer, 1983).
louis, M E
A cultural perspective on organizations: The need for
and consequences of viewing organizations as
culture-bearing milieux
Human Systems Manage., vol. 2, no. 4, p. 246-258,
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louis M R
MBA's in the press: Stereotypes and myth-making
Wharton Mag., p. 12-18, (Fall, 19811.
Louis, M R
Pro iems in career planning and development
IN J. K. Arima, ed.: Career planning:
Individual and organizational perspectives,
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPs-54-81-009),
July, 198 1, p. 5-16.
Louis, M R
Managing career transitions: A missing link in career
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Crganizational Dynamics, F. 68-77, (Spring, 1982).
Lyons N B
Th'e information processing game: An experimental tocl
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Simulation and games, vol. 13, no. 1, p. 86-91,
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A delphi stu of lank lending officer preferences for
financial sta ement information
0. Enterprise Manage., vol. 3, no. 3, p. 229-250,
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perspectivesig
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Statistical models for estimating overhead costs
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Cost analysis for lual-source weapons procurement
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Socioeconomic representation and the U.S. Navy
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Shin Y S; ilster, P F
Effect of temperatnre on the damping characteristics of
randomly exci ted metal plate specimens in a salt water
envircnmen t
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-69-84-007), Sept.,
1984.
Wanniarachchi, A S- Marto P J
An evaluation of Li~juia and two-phase cooling technigues
for use in electrical machinery: Final report fror Oct.
1, 1983 to Sept. 30 1984.
Frepared for David W. Taylor Naval Ship R & D Center,
Annapolis Md. Naval Post raduate School,
(NPS-69-8-013), Dec., 1984. 52 p.
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in.e: ulation of seventeen years of mixed layer
evolution at Ocean Station Papa
AGU Fal. Mtg. , San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 10, 1982.
B oyle, P J; Davidson, K L; Schacher G E
Evaluation of an Integrated mixea layer model for single J
staticn prediction in a marine regime
Newscasting -II Symp., Norrkoping, Sweden, Sept. 3-7,
Cihan , C F
Sgort term midlatitude-tropical interactions during
Winter Monsoon
WMO Regional Conf. on Tropical Meteorology, Tsukuba,
Japan, Oct., 1982.
Chang, C P
A review of midlatitude-tropical interactions over East
Asia durin cold surges
AITCCIAJoint Seminar on Monsoon and Tropical
!eteorology, Taipei, Taiwan, Apr. 17-22, 1983.
* Chang, C FLrescale effects cf cold surgesLar .ePRC Workshop on Monsoon Res Beijing, Peoples
Republic of China, July, 3-14, M93.
*M Mhatitude-tropical interactions during winter monsocns
Nat. Academy of Sciences Vorkshop, on FGGE, Woods
Hole, Mass., July 9-20, 1984.
* ~Chanpr saeccuai: Obeatoan -'"
Bat. ademy of Sciences on TOGA, La Jol'La,, Calil.,
Yet. 13-15, 1984.
Chan , C 2; Chen G; Gerish T I
St ucture of! the'quasi-stationary cyclonic circulation
near Bcrneo during Sinter MONEX
Int. Conf on thie Scientific Results of the Monsoon
Experiment, Bali, Indonesia, Oct., 1981.
C~a ,CP;LuK11ar y-scale circulain drnwiter monsoons
Int. Conf. on tle Scientific Results of the Monsoon
Experiment, Bali, Indonesia, Oct., 1981.
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Chang F ; Lim, H
A linear theory for the mid-latitude forcing of tropical
motion by pressure Eur es
3rd Int. Assoc. of Aeteorology and Atmos• Phys.
AIAMAP) Sci. Assembly Sy wp. on Tropical Dynamics,
iamburg, West Germany, Aug., 1981.
Chou, I C; Chang CP; Williams, R T
Numerical simlaticn of the ei-Yu front
MO Regional Conf. on Tropical Meteorology, Tsukuba,
Japan, Oct. 18-22, 1982.
Chou, I C; Williams R T
Numerical simulaticn of Asia Mei-Yu fronts
5th Conf. on Numerical Weather Prediction, Monterey,
Calif., Nov. 2-6, 1981.
tavidscr, K I
Boundary layer observations for MIZEX
Marginal Ice Zone Experiment AMIZEX) Workshop Nat.
Academy of Sci., Was ingtcn, .C., Jan. 13, N 82.
favidsc, K i
Evolutions of the coastal marine boundary layer (S.
Califcrnia)
Coastal Transport and Dispersion Workshop, Brookhaven
Nat. lab., Long Island, N. Y., July 13-15, 1982.
Eavidscn, K i.
Shipboard marine atomospheric boundary layer
measurements
Earginal Ice Zone Experiment (NIZEX) Planning Mtg.,
Univ. of Washington - Seattle, Aug. 25-26, 1582."-
Eavidscr, K L
Surface flux from the Oceanoqrapher
Workshop on Results from the Storm Transfer &
IeE onse Experiment {STREX), Univ. of Washington -
Seattle, Aug. 3-5, 1982.
ravidscr K I
Scientific meteorological issues of the marginal ice
zon 4E
2nd Alfred-Wegener-Conf. on Air-Sea Interactions,








Davidscn, K i; Brower, D A Fairall, C W* Schacher, G E
Atmospheric marine bounaary layer prediction for
weajon s/systems
AFSC-NAVMAT Sci. and Eng. Symp., Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio, Oct. 27-29, 1981.
ravidscn, K 1; Fairall, C W
Dynamics and modeling of aerosols in the marine
atmospheric boundary lay9r
Whitecap orkshof, Univ. College, Galway, Ireland,Sept., 983. AMI.
ravidscr, 1 ; Garwood, R W
Coulled oceanic and atmospheric mixed layer model" "
18th General Assembly of the Int. Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics, Syr. on Sea-Ice Modeling, Hamburg,F. E. G., Aug. 171, 1983...-
urkee, P A; Hindman, E; Jensen, D R; Von Der Haar T H
Marine aerosol optical depth from satellite detected
radiance
Conf. on Satellite/Remote Sensinq and Applications,
Clearwater Beach, Fla., June 25-29, 198.
EIsberry, R I
Ocean/troposphere forecast systems: A state-of-the-art
review
Workshop on Ocean-Atmospheric Modeling for Numerical
Prediction, Monterey, Calif., Aug., 1 82.
EIsberry, R 1
Atmospheric forcing reguirements for upper ocean thermal
structure prediction
ONR Workshop on Air-Sea Interaction, Boulder, Colo.,
Feb., 1983.
Elsberry, R L
Processes leading tc large-scale midlatitude Pacific
Ocean anomalies
IUGG 18th General Assembly, Hamburg, F. R. G., Aug.
1---27, 1983.
B1sberry R I
Recent developments in tropical cyclone track
forecasting
CCNAA-AIT Joint Seminar on Monsoon and Tropical
Meteorology, Taipei, Taiwan, Apr., 1983.
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Elsberry, R L
Review of recent research on oceanic cyclones
4th Extratropical Cyclone Project Workshop, Madison,
Wisc., Nov. 2-4, 1983.
EIsberry, E I
Numerical predicticn of tropical cyclone tracks (lecture
notes)
Workshop on Numerical Weather Prediction Dept. of
Atmos. Sciences, National Taiwan Univ., kpr., 1984.
Elsberry R I; Adamec, D D
Sensi ivity of mixed layer predictions at Ocean Station
Papa tc atmospheric forcingparameters
AGU Fall Mtg., San Francisco, Calif., Dec., 1982.
Flsberry,, R L; Adamec, D D
Sensi ivity studies with an upper ocean prediction model .
Worksho on the Predictability of Fluid Motions, La
Jclla, Calif., Feb., 1983.
Elsberry, R I; Hopkins , C K; Shay, L K
Ocean current respcnse to hurricane passage
4th Conf. on Ocean-Atmosphere Interaction, San Diego,
Calif., June, 1S82.
Elsberry, R L. lage, 1 D; Peak, J E
Two evaluations of the operational forecast guidance atJTVC -...15th Tech. Conf. on Hurricanes and Tropical
Meteorology, Miai, Fla., Jan. 9-13, 1984.
Elsberry,.R.L; Peak, J E
Feas ility test of dynamical model forecasts ofSouthern Hemisphere tropical cyclones
1st Int. Conf. on Southern Hemisphere Meteorology,
Aug., 1983.
Elsberrv, R 1i Sandgathe, S A; Rinninghoff, F J
Develolmen tests for a coupled oceanic-atmospheric
model or short-term forecasting
IUGG 18th General Assembly, amburg, F. R. G., Aug.I.=-27, 1983.
B1sberry, R I- Warrenfeltz, L L
Data insertion in a one dimensional ocean thermal
structure predicticn model
Ocean Prediction Workshop, Monterey, Calif., May,
1981.
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N Eisberry, F li,-WarrenfEltz, L I
Data insertion in a one-dimensional ocean thermal
structure predicticn model
Ocean Prediction Workshop, Monterey, Calif., May,
1981.
Fairajll, C W; Davidsor, K L; Schacher, G E
Application of a mixed layer model to aerosols in the
coastal marine bourdary layer
1st Int. Conf. on Meteorology & Air/Sea Interaction
cf the Coastal Zcne, The Hague, Netherlands, May
10-14, 1982.
Gallacher PC; Bisberry, R L; Garwood, R W
Simulation of* the three-dimensional upper ocean
temperature field in the central North Pacific using a
mixed laver model
AGO Vill Mtg., San Francisco, Calif., Dec., 1982. '-
Gallacber PC; ElsberryR1 Garwood, R W; Bird, A A
Simula io of the threedmensional upper ocean
temperature field in the Central North Pacific using a
mixed layer model
AGU Fall ?Itg., San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 10, 1982.
Gallacher F C; Garwocd R W
The effects of turbulent mixing on SST anomalies in the
Central North Pacific
Am. Geophys. Unicn Fall Ann. M1tg., San Francisco,
Calif., Dec., 1981.
Geernaert, G L; Davidscn, K L
on the behavior of the drag coefficient in frontal
regions
1984 Ocean Sciences Mtg., AGIJ, New Orleans, La., Jan
23-27, 1984.
Guest, P S; Davidson, E L
Drag cefficients obtained during MIZEX-83
1984 Ocean Sciences Mtg., AGO, New Orleans, La., Jan
23-27, 1984.
Guest, P S; Davidson F L8
Variation~ of the Arag coefficient and wind wave coupling
in the vicinity of a storm front
10th Ann. Mtg., European Geophysical Soc.







A en-year hindcast of the central North Pacific ocean
AGU Fall Mtg., San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 7-13,
1982.
Haney, R I
Numerical model studies of the midlatitude North Pacific
Oce an
Study~~ Cof n ae-Scale Oceanographic Experimentsin the World C ina te Res. Programme, rokyo, Japan,
Pay 10-21, 192.
Haney, R I
A ten-year hindcast of larqe-scale sea surface
temperature anomalies in tkle midlatitude North Pacific
0ce an
18tb General. Assembly of the int. Assoc. for the
Physical Sciences of the Ccean, Hamburg, F. R. G.,
Aug. 15-27, 1983.
Haney, R1 Chan, wCEF
On the 982/8~ arm event in the Equatorial Pacific
5th Con"'. on Ocean-Atmosphere Interaction of the Am.
!etEorological Scc., Miami, Fla., Jan. 9-13, 1984.
Haney, P 1; Little 14 E
A s~atistical study of monthly anomalies of synoptic
storm activity and sea surface temperature over the
North Pacific
1st Ann. Meteorclogical Soc. Conf. on Climate
Variatior~s, San riego, Calif., Jan. 19-23, 1981.
Haney, R 1; Rutsch, AzE
Possby waves in a mcdel simulation of the North Pacific
Ocean
Fall tgof Am. Geophy sical Union, San Francisco,Cali., ec. 4-8, 1983.
*Hayes , 3 1; Williams, F T
Numerical simulaticr of Lee Cyclog enesis
6th Conf. on Numerical Weat her Prediction of the As.
Meteorological Scc., Omaha, Neb., June 6-9, 1983.
*Hayes , J ; Williams, F 7- RennickI5 M A
Numerical studies of Atmospheric Lee Cyclogenesis
4th Conf. on Atmospheric and oceanic waves and
Stability of the Am. Meteorological Soc., Boston,
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Hayes, J L; Williams F T- Rennick, M A
Numerical study o lee cyclogenesis
Int. Conf. for Alpine Meteorology, Opatiga,
Yugoslavia, Sept. 25-29, 1984.
lau K M W; Chan, P: Chang, C P
diagnostic study of large-scale circulation changes
during rortheasterly cold surge periods
14th lech. ConE. on Hurricanes and Tropical
Meteorology, San Diego, Calif., June, 1982.
lau M W; Chang, C.P Seicel ote no
flanetar -Cane circulations during winter monsoonsInt. lonf. on tIE Scientific Results of the Monsoon --'
Experiment, Bal., Indonesia, Oct., 1981. Z
Lrm H; Chan? C P i"ttefcgo rpc
i linear teory on aidlatitude forcing of tropical
motions during winter monsoon surges
Int. Cont. on tle Scientific Results of thp Monsoon
Experiment, Bali, Indonesia, Oct., 1981.
Lim, H; Chang, C P Lau, KA theory on g o 1 responses to eguatorial
10C Regional Conf. or. Tropical Meteoro-ogy, Tsukuba,
Japan, Oct., 1982.
lim Bi Chang, C P* Lau, K M W
tnecry on global responses to equatorial forcing "
14th Tech. Conf. on Hurricanes and Tropical
Meteorology, San Diego, Calii., Jane, 1932.
Ponahan, E C; Davidsor. K L; Fairall, C W; Boyle, P J;
Schacher, G E Spiel 
Features of te Ne Atlantic aerosol spectral identified
with specific sea surface production bechanisms
Joint Oceanographic Assembly, Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Canada, Aug., 1,82.
*onahan, F C; Fairall, C W; Davidson, K L; Boyle, P J
Inter-relationships amongst JASIN winds, white cars and
marine aerosols
P. Soc. Discussion Mtg., london, Eng., June 2-3,1982.
Monahan EC; Spiel D E; Davidson, K L
Model cf marine aerosol generation vs. white-caps and
wavc lisru~tionAMS Conr. on Aerospace and Aeronautical Meteorology,Cmaha, Neb., June b-9, 1983.
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Peak J EiiElsberry, F I
Statiscal t -piccessing of the Navy nested tropical
cyclone o and the operational tropical cyclone model -
14th Tech. Conf. on Hurricanes and Tropical
Meteorology, San Diego, Calif., June, 1M92.
Peak, J Ei Elsberry, R I
Predic on of tropical cyclone turning and acceleration
al ortbogonal functionreesnain
igtN'eh'.Conf. on Hurricanes and Tronical
Meteorology, Miami, Fla., Jan. 9-13, 1 84.
Pen ., E S; Williams, I T
Application of multile-scale technigjue to barotropic
and baroclinic instability of a current with slow zonal
variation
SIAIA Summer Mtg., Seattle, Wash., 1984.
Pen illiams,,B T; Chang, C P -
ga op o;ic rnsta Ility in a slowly varying easterly jet
Joint Conf. of the 18th Ann. Cong. of the Canadian
Meteoroloqical and Oceanoqr. Soc. and the 11th Ann.
Mtg. of t le Canadian Geop iys. Union, HaixNv
Scotia, Canada, May 28-June 1, 1984. ,Nv
Fanelli, P Hi Elsberry, R L; Liou, C-S E; Sandgathe, S A
Effects of ranging sea-surface temperature on 10 day
atmos ileric model fcrecasts
16t bTnt. Liege Colloguium on ocean Hydrodynamics,
liege, Belgium, May 7 11, 1984.
Ranelli, P H; SandgathE, S A; Elsberry, R L
Response of an atmospheric prediction model to
time-dE Endent sea-surface temperatures
AGU MlMtq., San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 5-9, 1983.
Fernard, R J
Use of AWS data in forecasting vicinity of McMurdo,
An tarctica
NSF Antarctic Automatic Weather Station (AWS) Conf.,
Univ. of Wisc. - Madison, Apr. 6-8, 1983.
Fenard, R J
Climatolojy and weather forecasting for the Ross Ice
Shelf Area of Antarctica using AWS data and standard
obsErvations
NSF Antarctic Automatic Weather Station (AWS) Conf.,






Renaru-, RJi Sounders, C G
The visi lity climatology of McMurdo/Williams Field,
Antarctica
Am. Meteorological Soc. 10th Conf. on Weather
Forecasting and Analysis, Clearwater Beach, Fla.,
June 25-29, 1984.
Renard, F J; Thompson, W J
Use of remote site automatic weather station data for
analy sis and forecasting in the Western Ross Sea /Ice
Shell Area lTUGG 18th General Assembly, Hamburg, F. R?. G., Aug.
15-27, 1983.
Reniard R? J; Thomjson, W J; Hervey, S P
Anafy sis of pressureI temperature and wind data from
remote site automatic weat her stations near McMurdo,
Anstarct ica
AMS 1st int. Conf. on Southern Hemisphere
Meteorology, Sac Jose dos Campos, Brazil, July 31-Aug
6, 1983.
Rennick, Yd. A; Wil-liams R T
Representation of tAe* troporause uising sigma coordinates
6th Conf. on NumErical weather Predict ion of the Am.
Meterological Scc., Omaha, N~eb., Junie 6-9, 1983.
Saha, K R; Chang, C P
Develofmernt of monscon depressions: Two contrasting.-
caseis
Int. Conf. on the Scientific Results of the Monsoon
Experiment, Bali, Indonesia, Oct., 1981.
Sandgathe SA; Elsberry, R? L; Rinninghoff, F J
Ocean thermal respcnse to a global sector atmospheric
nunErical molel4th Conf. on Ocean-Atmospheric Interaction of the Am.
MetEorological Scc., San Diego, Calif., June 8-10,
1982.
Sandgathe SA; Elsberry, R L; Winninghoff, F J
Ocean fhermal respcnse to a global sector atmospheric
numerical model
Forkshcn on Air-Sea Interaction Modeling, Monterey,
Calif.,_Aug., 1982.
Shaffer, A R?; Chang, C P; Elsberr y, R L
Long-wave forcing of eljuatorial penetrating winter
monsccn cold surges
15th Tech . Conf. on Hurricanes and Tropical





Shaffer , A B; ElsberrvI P L
Typbocn mction foricasting using empirical orthogonal
fancticni analysis cf the sypcptic forcing
14tb Tech. Conf. on Hurricanes and Tropical
Meteorology, San Diego, Calif. , June, 1932.
Shaw, W J
Intermittency and the organization of turbulence in the
* near-nEutrdl marine atmospheric boundary layer
6th S~nmp. on Turbulence and Diffusion , Boston, Mass.,
Mar. 225,1933.
Shaw, N~ J
Mesoscale variability of the marine boundary layer
related to sea surface temperature
Workshop on Air-Sea Interaction, Boulder, Colo., Feb.
14-18, 1983.
Shay ; Elbery L
Ofser vations of inertio-gravity waves in the wake of
hurricane Frederic
AGU Fall Aitg., San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 5-9, 1983.
Strnge, G 1i Elsberr y R L; Gallacher, P C
Some examples of cc i anomaly development and evolution
in the central North Pacific
AGU fall Mtg., San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 5-9, 1983.
tccellini L; Keyser, L; WashCH Brill,
*The rol of a tropopause fold on the rc' apid deployment of
an intense cyclone
Int. Conf. on Mesoscale Meteorology, Melbourne,
Australia, 1984.
tjccellini, 1 Ke~ser, L; Wash, C Hi.Brill, KThe PrEsit ent S Day cyclone of 1-19 February 1979:
Influence of a troio pause fold on rapidocyclogen esis
10th Conf . on WEa ter Analysislan Forecast ing,
Clearwater, Fla., June 25-29 1984.
*Uccellini, Li Kocin, P .Petersen, R; Brill tK; Wash, C H
Asilects ot supergra~ient motion in a suftropical jet
streak and implications for the development of locally
heavy precipitation








Cloud precipitation specification using GOES data on
Navy/CSU Scientific Workshop, Monterey, Calif., June4-5, 1982.
Wash, C H
Diagnostic studies of observed and nuimerically simulated
oceanic c cloneshi 3rd Ex tratropicaltCyclone Pro ject Workshop, Nat.
!leteorolgical Center, Washington, D.C., Mar. 10-12,
Wash, C H; Calland, W
Diagosic study of explosive oceanic cyclogenesis
durin FGGE10 ~h Conf. on Weather Analysis and Forecasting,
Clearwater, Fla., June 25-29, 1984.
Rash, C H; Chou, L C; Nelsen, C;oren, C; Spray, L
Satellite cloud and precipitation analysis using
interactive computer system
Conf. on Satellite/R emote Sensing Applications,
Clearwater, Fla., June 25-29, 198 4.
Wash, C H- Chou, I C; Spray, L
Geostahionary satellite cloud and precipitation analysis
using an interactive computer system
Vewscasting-II Symp., Norrikoping, Sweden, Sept. 3-7,
1984.
Wash, C lP Conant, P; Boman, D
Quasi - a ran ian mass,,angular momentum and circulationudgets 2or residents r Dayecyclone
9th Conf. on Weather Forecastin qand Analysis,
Seattle, Wash., June 28 - July 1, 1982.
Wash, C 1iUclii ;KocintsP; Petersen, R; Kaplan, M
An a  llithe I~desae Day cyclone3rdLALLa tropical Cyclone Project Workshop, Nat.
-Meteorological Center, Washington, D.C., gar. 10-12,1982.
Wash,' C H; Uccellini, 1; Kocin AeP; sPetersen, Ri Kaplan, ML Results from a numerical mo.e s imulation ot the
President's Day cyclone
3rd Extratropical Cyclone Project Wor kshop, Nat.







Williams~ R T L
Numerical methods ard mountain treatments (lecture
notes)
Workshop on Numerical WReather Prediction1 Dept. ofAtmcs. Sciences, National Taiwan dniv., Apr., 1984J.
Williams, R Ti Chang,*C P; Lim, P; Hane , 0
Nonlinear 6 aor citrcins belween synoptic-scale
waves and a zonall y varying mean flow3rd AMS Conf. or Atmospheric and oceanic Waves and
Stability, San Dliego, Calif., Jan. 19-23, 1981.
Williams, B T Chang, C P;tTsay,.C Y;zLim ,H
Nonlinea farotropic motions in a zonally varying
easterly jet
Int. Conf. on the Scientific Results of the Monsoon
Experiment, Bali, Indonesia, Oct., 1981.
Williams R T- Chou, I C
Effects of'condensation on steady-state fronts






Chang, C E, Cheang, B K; Chen, G T
Reional synoptic analysis during Phase I of Winter 
____-
M0 EX (Data at las)
Washington, D.C., Nat. Sci. Foundation, (Int. MONEX.
data set series), Mar., 1981. 285 p.
[" Daniels Ai Shaw W .
calihrahon standards
IN F. V. Brock, ed.: Instructor's handbook on
meteorological instrumentation, Nat. Center for
Atmospheric Res., 1984.
Lavidscn, K L; Schacher, G E Fairall, C cW Jarrell, J D
Observational results pertaining to sca terometer
measurements
IN J. F. R. Grower, ed.: Oceanography from
s)aceb New York, Plenum Press, 1 8 , p.59~~~s7-607. ."' -
Gallacher P C; Elsberry, R Li Garwood R W; Bird, A A II
A mixes layer model simulation of the three-dimensional
upper ccean temperature field in the Central North
Pacific
IN i. D. Rutlerford, ed.; Research activities in
atmospheric and oceanic modeling, Geneva,
Switzerland, WMO, 1983, p. 8.12-8. 14.
Hendrie I K; Knappp N W; Lala, G G; Shaw, W J; Stamm, A
FiEla environmen
IN F. V. Brock, ed.: Instructor's handbook on
meteorological instrumentation, Nat. Center for
Atmospheric Res., 1984.
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PUBLISHED PAPERS
* ~Adamec,,D D;tElsberpy, R L rdcin tOenSain__
SensitiVity of mixed layepr peitosa ca tt
Papa to atmospheric forcing r arameters
.J Phys. Oceanogr., vol. 14, no. 4, p. 769-7801(r., 1984).
Adamec, D D.Elsbierry, R L; Garwood, R Wi Haney.R I.
An embde mixed layer-ocean circulation model
D~n c of Atmospheres and oceans, vol. 6, p. 69-96,
ov,1981).
Adamec, D; Garwood, I W
Mode. imulation of seventeen years of mixed layer
evolution at Ocean Station Papa
AGU Fall Rtg.San Francisco, Calif. Dec. 10, 1982.
IN EOS, vol 63, no. 45, p. 1006, (Nov. 9, 1982).
Boyle, P0; Davidson1 K L; Schachier G EEvluato ofa nt-egrated iixe& layer model for single
station prediction in a marine regime
Newscasting -II Symp., Norrkoping, Sweden, Sept. 3-7,
19841.
-~IN Proc., p. 223-327, (1984) .
Eusinger, J A; Shaw R J
The response of the marine boundary layer to mesoscale
variations in sea-surface ten eraturew
D namics of Atmospheres ang Oceans, Vol. 8, p.2Z7-281, (1984).
*Chang , C P
Winter monsoon circulations
2nd Chinese Meteorological Soc. Nat. Conf. on Atmos.
Sci Taipei, Taiwan, Dec. 10-11, 1980.
Proc., Chinese Meteorological Soc., (1981).
CbancP
Sftort term midlatitude-tropical interactions during
Winter Monsoon
WMO Regional Conf. on Tropical Meteorology, Tsukuba,
Japan, Oct., 1982.
IN Abstracts, INC, p. 129-130, (1982).
* Cbang, C P
A review of midlatitude-tropical interactions over East
Asia during cold surges
AIT-CCNAA Joint Seminar on Monsoon and Tropical
Meteorology, Taipei, Taiwan1 Apr. 17-22 1'383.
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Chang C P
MiAlatitude-tropical interactions during winter monsoons
Nat. Academy of Sciences Workshop on FGGE, Woods
Role Mass. July 9-20, 1984.
.- "~~I Proc.:1 (1 58) . .::[
Chang, C.
A review of midlatitude tropical interactions over East
Asia during cold surges
Papers in Meteorological Res., vol. 7, (1984).
ChanqC F; Chen G; Gerish T E
Sructure of the quasi-stationary cyclonic circulation
near Bcrneo during ginter MONEX
Int. Conf. on the Scientific Results of the Monsoon
Experiment, Bali, Indonesia, Oct., 1981.
IN Proc., WMC, p. 5/59 - 5/62, (1982).
Chanq, C P; Lau, K M W
Paetary scale motions in winter monsoons during cold
surqe ant break periods
nt. Conf. on the Early Results of FGGE and
_ar e-Scale Aspects of its Monsoon Experiment,
Tallahassee, Fla. Jan., 1981.
IN Proc Worl Meteorological Orgn., p.
4/12-4/19, (1981).
Chan , C P; Lau, K Ii .
Planetary-scale circulations during winter monsoons
Int. Conf. on tle Scientific Results of the Monsoon
Experiment, Bali, Indonesia, Oct., 1981.
IN Proc., WMO, p. 2/20 - 2/23, (1982).
ChangC P; Lau K M U-
S ort-term. planetary scale interactions over the tropics
and midlati udes luring northern winter: Part 1:
Contrasts between active and inactive periods
Mon. Weather Rev., vol. 110, no. 8, p. 933-946, ",(Aug., 1982).
Chang, C F; Lau, K M W
S"ort-term planetary-scale teleconnection during winter
14th Tech. Conf. on Hurricanes and Tro ical
.eteorology, San Diego, Calif., June, 982.
IN Abstracts, Am. Meteorological Soc., p. 17,(1982).
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Chang C; Lin, H
El fectl of viscous damping on eGuatorial Rossb waves
0. of Atmos. Sci., vol. 39, no. 8, p. 1726-4 733,
(Aug., 1982) .
*Chang, C F Millard, J E; Chen, G T J
Gra iiona caracter of cold surges during Winter
MONEX
Mon. Weather Rev., vol. 111, no. 2, p. 293-307,(Fet., 1983).
Chang, C P; Wang, S T
Pos s ile two- ay oscillations in the troposphere and
lower stratosghere
Papers in eteorclogica1 R~es., vol. 4, p. 31-37,
(Dec., 1981).
*Chou, I C; Chang, C P; Williams RT
Numerical simulaticn of the ei-Yu front
WMO Regional Conf. on Tropical Meteorology, Tsukuba,
Japan, Oct. 18-22, 1982.
IN Extended atstracts of the Conf., WMO, p.
147-148, (1982).
Davidscn, K L; Brower, D A Fairall, C WSchacher, G E
Atmospheric marine tounAary layer preiction for
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